
50+ Family Tree Samples, Format & Examples 2022

Knowing your bloodline and your ancestry is a fulfilling moment. Seeing the full picture

of how your family came to make you feel complete. For that reason, we have our

downloadable family tree templates. We made it for people who want to trace their

family's history and summarize it visually.

To create a family tree of your very own, follow the

following steps:

● Browse through our family tree samples to create your own family tree.

● Customize Online or Download in your preferred File format and Print As

Required

Creating a family tree chart is a nice activity to learn more about your family's

background, especially your mother and father's generation. If you don't have any idea

how to start one, just relax. Making a family tree is easy with the help of our sample

family trees. Each sports a unique design. You can download and use them as your

template. Browse them here.

https://www.template.net/editable/family-tree


1. Three Generation Family Tree Sample

With our Three Generation Family Tree, you can begin with your grandparents'

generation all the way up to yours. It's simply designed and has a tree artwork on its

background.



2. 3 Generation Kid Family Tree Sample

Our 3 Generation Kid Family Tree has more spacious diagrams than the previous one. It

has cute clipart of grandparents, parents, and children.



3. Third Generation Family Tree Sample

The Third Generation Family Tree is very simple but lets you add more details about

your family. It has more of a table rather than a diagram or chart.



4. Blank 3 Generation Family Tree Sample

Our Blank 3 Generation Family Tree is like an organization chart but, of course, for

family members. Its so-called leaves are shaped circular and each has leaf patterns on

their borders.

https://www.template.net/editable/3-generation-family-tree


5. Four Generation Family Tree Sample

If you want your family tree to span four generations, take our Four Generation Family

Tree Sample. Its built-in diagram enables you to include your uncles, aunties, nephews,

and nieces.



6. Printable Large Family Tree Sample

If you have a big family, consisting of over 10 people, our Printable Large Family Tree

would be perfect for you. All in all, it provides 33 boxes to write your family members'

names and birthdates.



7. Printable Family Tree for Kids

Our Printable Family Tree for Kids has a very lively design. It has amazing artwork and

a well-structured diagram. Though its design appeals to kids, adults like you can fancy it

as well.

https://www.template.net/editable/printable-family-tree


8. Basic Family Tree Sample

If you like minimalist designs, you'll like our Basic Family Tree Sample. As its name

implies, it has a basic design and practically has zero graphic arts. It's just a plain family

tree chart for minimalist people.



9. Simple Family Tree Sample

Below we have our elegant Simple Family Tree template. It's very unique since it lets

you create more of a collage-type family tree rather than a chart or diagram type. That

said, it can be a welcome addition to your wall's decor.

https://www.template.net/editable/simple-family-tree


10. Chinese Family Tree for Kids Sample

If you're part Chinese, you might want our Chinese Family Tree for Kids. It has a fancy

design and helps you trace your Chinese bloodline. Reconnect with your Chinese

ancestry by downloading it.



11. Blended Family Tree Sample

A blended family can be as happy as a normal family. That's why we created our Blended

Family Tree Sample. Download this if you belong to a happy blended family.



12. Modern Family Tree Sample

Our Modern Family Tree Sample is also perfect for big families. Its diagram enables you

to trace your bloodline across 3 to 4 generations.



13. Family Tree of Generations Sample

Our sample family tree below allows you to trace two generations back of your family's

history. However, you can add more since this template is editable. Using an editing

software, you can add more boxes to its diagram.

https://www.template.net/editable/sample-family-tree


14. Family Tree With Siblings Sample

Don't forget your siblings when making your family tree. Include them using our Family

Tree With Siblings Sample.



15. Family Tree Chart Sample

Our Family Tree Chart also has a simple design. If you look at it, it's basically a sideways

pyramid-type diagram. It lets you include info about your grandparents' parents.



16. Seven Generation Family Tree Sample

If you want your family tree to stretch back to seven generations, this one's for you. Our

Seven Generation Family Tree has spacious boxes, enough to accommodate

photographs of your loved ones.



17. Complete Family Tree Sample

Celebrate your family's togetherness using our Complete Family Tree Sample. Its

diagram's design is shaped like an actual tree. The tip of its branches are the circular

leaves where you can put your family's names. You can customize it using Apple (MAC)

Pages.

https://www.template.net/editable/family-tree/pages
https://www.template.net/editable/family-tree/pages


18. Detailed Family Tree for Kids Sample

Our Detailed Family Tree for Kids lets you add descriptions about your mother, father,

and grandparents. Its built-in chart is unorthodoxly made, offering a unique way to craft

family trees.



19. Blank 10 Generation Family Tree Sample

If you want to cover 10 generations of your family's background, get our Blank 10

Generation Family Tree Sample. With it, you can include info about your great

grandparents' grandparents.



20. Example of Family Tree Sample

Here's a family tree sample that's shaped into an actual tree artwork. It has vibrant

colors that can represent your family's happiness and togetherness.



21. Family Tree or Pedigree Chart Example

We got this family tree chart example from California Courts. It's free to download and

lets you add in-depth details about your family members.



22. Family Tree Link to Decedent Example

This detailed family tree example is from NYC.gov. It lets you specify how you're related

to each of your family members, be it your mother, father, sibling, grandparent, uncle,

aunt, or cousin.



23. Family Health Tree Example

The American Heart Association shared this Family Health Tree Example to help people

trace their family's health background. You can have it instantly by clicking download.



24. My Family Tree Example

This family tree example has an elegant design, particularly the fancy patterns of its tree

diagram. Get this if you want an artistic family tree.



25. Medical Family Tree Example

This medical family tree example also helps users trace their family members' health

backgrounds. It was shared publicly by the Yavapai Regional Medical Center.



26. Excel Family Tree for Kids Sample

Our Excel Family Tree for Kids is super easy to use. It has a complete format with all the

necessary components of a family tree. And as its name suggests, you can edit it using

Microsoft Excel (XLS).

https://www.template.net/editable/family-tree/excel


27. Genealogy Family Tree Sample

Effectively trace and record your lineage with our Genealogy Family Tree Sample. It

helps understand your family's genetics and helps you discover your ancestry.



28. Family Tree With Four Generations Sample

Here we have another family tree sample that can span four generations. Its leaves are

shaded with the color green, making it a vibrant-looking family tree. You can also attach

images to it if you want.



29. Photo Family Tree Sample

Our Photo Family Tree Sample, as its name implies, was intentionally designed to let

users insert photos of their family members. Each leaf can accommodate thumb-sized

photographs, like ID pictures.



30. Blank Family Tree Sample

Our Blank Family Tree Sample lets you attach images and add descriptions about each

of your family members. It has spacious blank spaces that allow you to do so. Just open

it in Apple (MAC) Numbers to start customizing.

https://www.template.net/editable/family-tree/numbers


31. Editable Family Tree Sample

Our Editable Family Tree Sample is another quality template that can cater to four

generations of your family's lineage. It has a plain and simple design, nothing too fancy.



32. Reunion Family Tree Sample

Your family and relatives may not be planning a reunion party, but you can still reunite

them in a way. For that, you can use our Reunion Family Tree Sample. Download and

edit it using Adobe PDF.

https://www.template.net/editable/family-tree/pdf


33. Kid Friendly Family Tree Sample

You don't have to be a kid to want our Kid Friendly Family Tree Sample. We adults can

fancy designs that appeal to kids. After all, we all have our inner child.



34. Family Relationships Tree Sample

Our Family Relationship Tree Sample has an antique kind of vibe in its design. It's the

kind of design that your grandparents would like. It makes your family tree look like an

heirloom worth a million bucks.



35. 9 Generation Family Tree Sample

If you want a family tree template that accommodates nine generations, grab this one. It

has a bright color scheme of yellow, blue, and gray. But you can always change it since

it's customizable.



36. Cousin Family Tree for Kids Sample

Want to include your lovely cousins in your family tree? If so, feel free to take our

Cousines Family Tree for Kids. Its built-in design is attractive, which your cousins will

certainly love.



37. Inverted Family Tree Sample

With our Inverted Family Tree, you can begin your family's first generation at the top

down to today's generation. You don't need an expensive editing tool to open it. All you

need is Microsoft Word (DOC).

https://www.template.net/editable/family-tree/word


38. Children's Family Tree Sample

Here we have another family tree sample with a kiddy design. Again, you don't have to

be a kid to fancy it. Adults like us can have some kiddy things from time to time.



39. Blank 7 Generation Family Tree Sample

Seven generations is a lot of ground to cover. But it won't take long with the help of our

Blank 7 Generation Family Tree Sample.



40. Extended Family Tree for Kids Sample

Extended families are common nowadays. If you have an extended family, this is the

perfect template to create your beautiful family tree.



41. 5 Generation Family Tree Sample

If you'll be covering five generations, download our 5 Generation Family Tree Sample. It

provides you with a complete diagram. So all you have to do is input your family

members' names and photos.



42. Family Reunion Tree for Kids Sample

Here we have another family tree sample that can reunite family bonds. It has a design

that appeals to both kids and adults.



43. Large Family Tree Sample

You can edit our Large Family Tree Sample with just Google Docs. Use it to visualize the

connection between your family and relatives.

https://www.template.net/editable/family-tree/google-docs


44. Blank 4 Generation Family Tree Sample

Four generations is also a lot of ground to cover. So take our Blank 4 Generation Family

Tree if you plan to cover four generations of your lineage.



45. Blank Simple Family Tree Sample

In just a matter of minutes, you can finish creating your family tree with this template,

just like counting one to three. It's easy to customize and edit in your preferred editing

tool.



46. Family Tree Cancer History Example

This is a family tree history example created by the BC Cancer Agency. It helps users

trace cancer history wthin their family.

47. Family Tree Many Siblings Example

If you have many siblings, you'll need this family tree example from Windows.net. It has

enough boxes to include the names of all your siblings. Download it now.



48. Six Generation Family Tree Hourglass Chart

Example

The Crawford County Library shared this family tree example for people who want to

trace six generations of their family's lineage. If you're one of those people, feel free to

download it.



49. Family Tree Example

Here we have an ordinary-looking family tree example shared by Floyd County Public

Schools. Though it looks ordinary, it gets the job done. And it's also downloadable for

free.



50. Elegant Family Tree Example

Trace your family's lineage both on your mother's side and your father's die. For that,

you can use this elegant family tree we got from the Western Reserve Historical Society.

Family Tree Format

Though there are many types and forms of family trees, all of them follow the same basic

format. Every family tree must have these components:

1. The Chart or Diagram

Without a chart or diagram, it won't be a family tree. You can craft the chart or diagram

as creatively as possible. Just make sure that it's enough to accommodate all of your

family members' names. Speaking of names...



2. Names of Family Members and Relatives

Write down the names of your family members and relatives using clear fonts. You can

either write their full name or just their first name. You may also attach photographs of

them if possible. That would make your family tree more presentable.

3. The Role in the Family

After writing each family member's name on their spot on the diagram, make sure to

indicate what their role is in the family. If it's your dad, indicate "Father." If mom,

indicate "Mother," and so on.

4. Title of the Family Tree

Last but definitely not least, the title of your family tree. The title should reflect the type

of family tree you made. For example, if your family tree spans three generations, a

perfect title for it would be "My Three-Generation Family Tree."

FAQs

How can I create a simple family tree?

Here's how you can create a simple family tree:

● Collect names of family members and relatives

● Do quick research of family members' background

● Gather info you want to highlight

● Include photographs if possible

How does a family tree work?

A family tree shows the interconnected relationships of members of a family group

through a diagram. A diagram has boxes or so-called leaves where the names and photos

of each member are represented.



Is a family tree important?

Yes, a family tree is important in understanding relationships between family members.

It can also help in tracing your ancestry and being aware of distant relatives. A family

tree can help you understand your identity and lets you feel that you belong. It reminds

you that there are people with whom you share the same blood.

What are the three basic generations in a family tree?

These are the three basic generations of family trees:

● Children

● Parents

● Grandparents

In what file formats can I create family trees?

You can create family trees in these file formats:

● Apple Pages

● Apple Numbers

● Adobe PDF

● Google Docs

● Microsoft Word

● Microsoft Excel


